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ABSTRACT
An independent and competent evaluation of AgroBioInstitute (ABI) functioning in the area of plant biotechnology was implemented in the frame of project “Biotechnology Approaches in ABI at the Service of Crop Breeding” (PlantBioServ), funded by EC. It was achieved by evaluation of research capacity building, training and education capability; coordination and network potential and human capacity of ABI in the fields of plant biodiversity, plant abiotic and biotic stress, and molecular genetics of plants. Three evaluators, nominated by EC, worked in close and permanent contact and thus gave a complete and fully valuable evaluation of ABI. The staff of ABI contributed actively to the coordination and effectiveness of the support mechanisms and accomplishment of the associated work plan. The main results of the project were development of a SWOT analysis of the AgroBioInstitute, an Action Plan to improve the ABI's RTD capacity with a Plan for implementation and a Strategic Framework Programme (2010-2013) which defines ABI's development goals and objectives and thematic areas in which the ABI will focus its work. The information about the project was disseminated at national level at Open Information Day (OID) for scientists and farmers and at international level on the IXth meeting of International Consultative Council (ICC) organized by ABI. Meetings with journalists during the conducting the project and during the OID and ICC were organized. Short communications and popular papers in English and Bulgarian were published and a bilingual webpage of the project was created. Target groups for whom the results of the project could be relevant are national and international plant research organizations, seed companies, farmers, PhD and Postgraduate students, biotech specialists.
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Introduction
Bulgarian plant biotechnology plays a basic role for achievement a high level quality of agriculture in the country. As Centre of Excellence, the AgroBioInstitute (ABI) was given the responsibility to coordinate the research activities and training in plant biotechnology at the national and regional level. Anyway the recent statement of ABI is extremely needed to be improved. The process was initiated with an independent and competent evaluation of the Institute’s functioning in the area of plant biotechnology.

Thus this project involves a range of activities to evaluate the biotechnology research, education, training and coordination facilities in ABI in the frame of European policy on biotechnology. The involved evaluation activities are focused on: 1) research capacity building; 2) advanced training and education capability; and 3) coordination and network potential. The research capacity is evaluated in the areas of biodiversity, abiotic stress, biotic stress, and molecular biology. The education and training capability of ABI was evaluated in the light of relationships with universities and participation of ABI’s staff members in universities’ undergraduate, master and PhD educational programs. The third activity- coordination and network potential of ABI, was appraised in order to elucidate the ability of ABI to participate and plays a substantial role in plant breeding programs.

Totally a range of three independent evaluators, each one specialized in the respective field, nominated by European Commission, was considered as optimal to reach the goal of the project. A general evaluation conclusion is expected to rise as a combined result of the evaluation activities. This evaluation of ABI was strongly recommended to serve as a base for participating if the Institute in other Specific Programmes of FP7 Programme of EU.

Project’s objectives
The main objective of the project
It gave an extensive evaluation of the activities of AgroBioInstitute in plant biotechnology in the light of its practical use from plant breeding programs and proposed suggestions with competence for further development and improvement in the future.

The secondary objectives
They supported the achievement of the main objective and were related with the activities in evaluated area- research capacity building, training and education capability; and coordination and network potential of the Institute. All the activities were evaluated when focusing on plant biodiversity, plant abiotic stress, plant biotic stress, and molecular genetics of plants.
Totally, a range of three evaluators, each one specialized in the respective field, was found during optimal to reach the goal of the project. They were expected to focus their attention on the area of biodiversity (one), abiotic and biotic stress (one), and molecular genetics (one). Each one of them was recognized specialists in the respective field. Actually as it was planned in the DoW, all the evaluators worked in close and permanent contacts, and thus gave a complete and fully valuable evaluation of ABI.

The staff of ABI contributed actively to the coordination and attainment of high quality evaluation, quality and effectiveness of the support mechanisms and accomplishment of the associated work plan and thus achieving the goal of the project.

**Beneficiaries**

**AgroBioInstitute (ABI)**

It is the only beneficiary in this project (Fig. 1). ABI is a scientific research institution, member of Agricultural Academy of Bulgaria, which implements fundamental, applied, service and by-work activities in the field of agriculture. The Institute was established as the Central Laboratory of Molecular Genetics and Genetic Biotechnology (genetic engineering) (CLMGGGB) in the frame of Agricultural Academy of Bulgaria in 1985. Since 2001 the Institute is recognized by its current name AgriBioInstitute.

ABI is carrying out its activities in the frame of the state agrarian policy by:

- Organizing and implementing research activities - fundamental and applied research and the related activities in the field of plant biotechnology.
- Improving the methods and systems for intensifying the breeding of economically important crops by using *in vitro* cultivation and modern technologies for genetic engineering, genomics and biosafety.
- Participating with its personnel and scientific potential in the development of national and other prognoses, programmes, concepts and plans for social and economic development of the country, assigned by Agricultural Academy, Ministry of Agriculture and Supplies and other institutions.
- Participating in international cooperation via creation of joint research groups and conclusion of contracts in the frame of the EU, UNESCO, FAO, NATO, EUCARPIA, IAEA, ICGEB, universities, private companies and others on a bilateral and multilateral basis.
- In its capacity of being Centre of Excellence, the ABI is coordinating the scientific research and the education of personnel in the field of plant biotechnology for Bulgaria and for the Balkan region.
- Organizing and participating in national and international scientific events (congresses, symposia, conferences, seminars, schools for education of young scientific personnel, etc.).
- Performing education of PhD students and improving the qualification of specialists who work for institutions in a similar field as well as of people working in the field of the agriculture and the food industry.

**Fig. 1.** Laboratory hall of AgroBioInstitute
• Performing information and publishing activities by popularizing the results of the ABI’s scientific research activities as well as the achievements of the international scientific community.

• Conducting production of seeds and planting material after licensing according to the normative decrees of the country.

Description of the work carried out to achieve the project’s objectives

General description
The implementation of the project strongly followed the work plan pointed in the Description of Work in the project contract in order to bring it to successful end and useful results. The work plan was based on the indicated scheme:

Set up the time schedule
↓
Preparation of the requested information from the evaluators
↓
Evaluators are getting informed for the respective evaluated activity of ABI
↓
Site visit and respective visitor’s preliminary report
↓
Dissemination of the results

This scheme was applied in realization of the work in five work packages (WPs):

WP1 Preparation of documentation and information requested from evaluators
WP2 Evaluation site visit
WP3 SWOT Analysis and Action Plan Development
WP4 Dissemination activities
WP5 Management of the project

All tasks from each work package were strictly followed according to the timetable of the project.

Kick off meeting
The implementation of the project started with a Kick of meeting. Evaluators nominated by European Commission participated at the meeting- Prof. Soren K. Rasmussen from Denmark, Prof. Diego Rubiales from Spain, and Ir. Louis J.M. van Soest from The Netherlands.

The period of the meeting was fixed on 25th-27th of April 2009. It took place at ABI. This meeting aimed to afford an opportunity to the evaluators to become familiar with the evaluated activities of AgroBioInstitute. They met ABI’s working research groups at the place where they work. Each one of the group leaders of ABI provided the information concerning the activities in his research group and lab. Later on, the evaluators together with the management bodies of ABI determined all the needed for them information. In the months following the Kick off meeting, totally 18 different documents were prepared from ABI’s work team and delivered to the evaluators via e-mail. The delivered on time information to the evaluators was used to make the necessary reports.
evaluators allowed them to get informed in details about the ABI, the institution they had to evaluate (Fig. 2).

Site visit
Then the second visit of the evaluators to ABI was the Site Visit. This visit was longer than the previous one and its purpose was the real evaluation of Institute’s activities. During the visit spot interviews of the evaluators with the researchers in ABI responsible for evaluated areas were conducted. Those spot interviews outlined more narrow areas of Institute’s activities that reflect different aspects of plant biotechnology in ABI. Each one representative of a research group informed in details the visitors in his/her respective specificity of work, giving a presentation and after that discussing the scientific and all other problems and aspects of the group’s activity. General conclusions from the visit were realized in a subsequent meeting of the evaluators with the coordinator of the project, the director of ABI and other members of management body of ABI (Fig. 3). Those general conclusions later lied down in the final report of the evaluators.

SWOT Analysis and Action Plan Development
This is the core part of the project. First the indicators for the SWOT analysis were specified in discussions with the evaluators. Evaluators were directly involved in this task pointed the indicators of the SWOT analysis. The SWOT Analysis contains the strengths and weaknesses in plant biotechnology in ABI, shows the opportunities for improvement of this area in the institute and points the threats for failure to get those opportunities fulfilled. When the strengths were pointed, real examples of success were clarified in order to see where the Institute had most advanced, what type of policy influenced the skills and capacities of the personnel and in what areas they had been used most effectively. The evaluators’ responsibility in this work package was the appearance on time of final SWOT Analysis and Action Plan. The participants of ABI in the project play a supporting role in this package, which purpose is to make the evaluators work as much as easier and successful. In this analysis the key factors that could impact the ABI’s ability to achieve its purpose and vision was identified. About ten factors for each of four elements of the SWOT analysis were determined. The internal capacity and also the external environment that influenced mostly the work of ABI in the project areas were assessed. An assessment of the external environment tends focused on what is going on outside the ABI, or areas which are not yet affecting the strategy, but could do- either positively or negatively.

The final results obtained from the SWOT analysis were a base for the developing of an Action Plan with the measures that should be taken to keep and improved the active level of the institute. The Action Plan offered recommendations that would result in relatively quick, visible outcomes in.

Fig. 3. Meeting of the European evaluators with management body of ABI
order to encourage further adoption and implementation of management practices and communication between team members. It summarizes the strategic needs considering both internal and external factors. The SWOT Analysis was also a base for developing a Strategic Framework Programme (2010-2013) (the Strategy) which defines ABI’s development goals and objectives and thematic areas in which the institute will focus its work. All of them, SWOT Analyses, the action Plan and the Strategy were published in separate book. Actually, the SWOT analysis of the AgroBioInstitute, the material “An Action Plan for improving the ABI’s RTD capacity” and the Strategic Framework Programme (2010-2013) appeared to be the main results of the project.

Dissemination activities
Dissemination of the results of the project started immediately after the site visit of evaluators and increased once the SWOT analyses were completed. In addition to the created webpage of the project, regular meeting with journalists and published information about the project, also two big events were organized stressing on the dissemination part of the project, which was considered as meaningful one. These events were held during the Open Information Day (OID) and IXth meeting of International Consultative Council of ABI (ICC).

Open Information Day
A number of 40 guests participated to the Open Information Day, most of them directors of the research institutes from Bulgarian Agricultural Academy, representatives of the Agricultural Academy, scientists from Bulgarian Academy of Science, journalists from related journals and newspapers. All guests visited the laboratory part of AgroBioInstitute and the Joint Genomic Centre situated next door to ABI, and were aware with the latest equipment of ABI, and also they learned about the latest activities of the institute. The event was opened by Prof. Rossitza Batchvarova, Director of ABI. The project PlantBioServ was presented shortly by the coordinator Prof. Atanas Atanassov. Then Dr. Slavtcho Slavov showed a comprehensive presentation about the project. He explained the reason of writing and submitting such a project. Some details about the evaluation and negotiation procedure were given for the information of the guests. Then he focused more broadly on the conducting the different work packages from the project work plan and especially on the site visit of the evaluators. Detailed information was presented about the upcoming results of the project and especially about the dissemination activities (Fig. 4).

A brochure with information about the project in Bulgarian language was available to all participants.

The floor was given for discussions and questions. Dr. Slavtcho Slavov and Prof. Atanas Atanassov answered the questions. Most of the guests expressed their attitude for the invitation, usefulness of the event and possibilities to use the information gained for submitting such projects with participation of the institutions which they represent.
International Consultative Council (ICC)
The meeting of IXth International Consultative Council (ICC) of AgroBioInstitute (Agricultural Academy) was held from 21st to 24th of February 2010 in the Hilton hotel, Sofia, Bulgaria. The working days were 22 and 23 of February 2010.

More than 70 persons, among them ICC members, members of Scientific Council of ABI, guests and staff of ABI attended the meeting. Totally 17 scientists from different European countries, Japan, USA, and Russia took active part in the meeting. The Chair of the meeting was Professor Konstantin Scryabin (Russia), and the Secretary of the meeting was Assoc. Professor Slavtcho Slavov (Bulgaria). Prof. Svetla Batchvarova, the President of Agricultural Academy of Bulgaria opened the IXth ICC of ABI and welcomed all participants. Prof. Rossitza Batchvarova, Director of ABI, introduced the foreign ICC members of ABI and presented activities of AgroBioInstitute since 2005 until now. The group leaders of ABI presented the activities of their research groups, followed by round table discussion on research thematic areas of ABI. Two awarding ceremonies also took place during the first day of the meeting. Professor Svetla Batchvarova, President of Agricultural Academy, conferred the title of Doctor honoris causa to Prof. Chiharu Nakamura from Kobe University, Japan. Professor Rossitza Batchvarova, Director of ABI presented a letter of grateful acknowledgements to Professor Lucien Carlier from the Institute for Agricultural and Fisheries Research (ILVO), Belgium, for the successfully accomplished common projects.

On the second day of the meeting more detailed information about the project PlantBioServ was given by Dr. Slavtcho Slavov, EC expert Ir. Louis J.M. van Soest and Prof. Rossitza Batchvarova. Discussion about the further development of AgroBioInstitute based on the given presentations took part. The already published SWOT Analyses, Action Plan and the Strategy of ABI on disposal of the guests were discussed. All the guests expressed their high impression about the activities of ABI, especially during last five years in a relatively difficult situation. They made critical analyses of the activities of ABI and gave very valuable suggestion for enhancing the RTD and management level of the Institute. The meeting ended with the followed final recommendations for the present state of ABI and further development of the institute (Fig. 5).

General conclusions and recommendations were:
1. All members of ICC congratulate the high level of presentations from the group leaders of ABI.
2. There is a very high level of research and highly qualified scientists.
3. ABI is running too many projects but there is lack of focus. It is recommended to concentrate on fewer projects but with more precise research platforms. It is better to reduce the number of crops as subjects for investigation.

Fig. 5. Meeting of International Consultative Council of ABI
4. ABI should use the unique biodiversity in Bulgaria and investigate the specific chemical compounds.
5. ABI should formulate its mission in the simple manner, understandable for the public and policymakers and precise its role in the development of the technology in Bulgaria.
6. Make clear the relations of ABI with the other agricultural institutes.
7. The relationship between ABI and JGC needs to be specified. Research on diagnostics could be a link.
8. Funding authorities in Bulgaria could make specific calls for financial support for specific research themes.

Management of the project
The Coordinator of the project was Prof. Atanas Atanassov, Former Director of ABI. All the members of the work staff are members of ABI, who have worked together for years. Each one of them is responsible for separate tasks of the project, but they could substitute each other in cases it was needed during the implementation of the project. Because all the members are working at the same institution, it was easy to keep in contact between them and also with the Coordinator. Traditionally, each week there are meetings on which the actions about the project will be discussed and adequate decisions will be taken. The staff of ABI involved in the project provided the logistics during development of the SWOT Analysis and the Action Plan, as well as during organization of all the events.

Potential impact and use of the project
The results of the project have an immediate effect on the existing resources of ABI that can be used immediately in order that current problems are solved and specify new resources and skills that are needed to strengthen further the successful ABI’s development.

The Action Plan offers recommendations that would result in relatively quick, visible outcomes in order to encourage further adoption and implementation of management practices and communication between team members.

Implementation of the recommendations leads to improved research capacity for increased contribution to regional economic and social development and for better participation in FP7 and other international projects.

The evaluation raised from the project brings the higher self-confidence of the research staff about its capability and further scientific career.

The project precised the strategic needs considering both internal and external factors. The resulted summary of benefits and costs and recommendations appears to serve as Policy Instruments related to human resources, knowledge and applied research in the Institute.

The implementation of the latest in experimental methods and well trained human potential will contribute for the strategic development of agricultural research in the country. ABI will continue to ensure the access of Bulgarian biotechnology programs to the latest achievements in Europe and the world, as well as effective technology transfer and application of the most up-to-date technologies, for analysis and control, high-tech products development and services for national agriculture and industry.

Target groups for whom the dissemination of the results could be relevant
1) Plant Breeding Institutes, Seed Companies and Farmers
The cooperation with farmers is focused on the development of new products processes and technologies in the agricultural sector. Measures aim to enhance the quality of agricultural production and agricultural products by helping farmers to adapt to up-to-date standards reached by biotechnological methods.

2) Postgraduate students, PhD students, Biotech specialists
They are from different Labs and Institutions with related activities to those of ABI. As a result of the project, ABI is able to improve and keep an excellent training and education activities.

3) Public perception
Dissemination of the results in popular media brings to the public knowledge about the possibilities of biotechnology to improve the quality of peoples live.

4) International research organizations
They are included as associations and technology platforms in the area of plant biotechnology. Encouraging the achievement of an excellent level of research in plant biotechnology contributes to broaden and strengthen the contacts of ABI with top level European Biotechnology Centres, which will increase the chances in participating of consortiums and application for new projects in the frame of FP7.

Conclusions of the project
A comprehensive and competent evaluation of plant biotechnology activities of AgroBioInstitute was achieved concerning its research capacity, infrastructure, education and training capability, cooperation performance, human capacity and management, made by three experts, each one specialized in the respective field and appointed by European Commission. During the conducting time of the project two visits of the European experts in AgroBioInstitute were organized in order to reach the goal of the project.

The following points briefly summarize the evaluation of AgroBioInstitute:

Research capacity
A range of plant species are under investigation; most of them are crop plants of importance for Bulgarian agriculture. Currently a number of innovative research projects, supported by national and international funds are successfully conducted.
Infrastructure
AgroBioInstitute has relative new lab facilities and it is equipped with advances instrumentation for carrying out basic research in Plant Biotechnology, and of a standard comparable to leading international labs in this area. ABI needs to develop its experimental farm in order to optimize applied research and bring research from lab and growth chambers to the field.

Education and training
AgroBioInstitute possess a highly evaluated accreditation for training PhD students in the disciplines Genetics and Plant Protection for the next six years. Several of the current staff members have gained research experience abroad.

Cooperation
Active cooperation with public national and international institutions is common practice for the institute. Public-private cooperation on research and development with national and international companies is well established and even increasing. ABI has been very successful by participation in international research projects including FP7 and other EC programs.

Human capacity
Highly skilled and motivated, multidisciplinary oriented permanent research staff is employed in ABI. They are fluent in spoken and written scientific English.

Management
The flexible management structure is based on project oriented working groups.

Very important documents as a SWOT analysis of AgroBioInstitute, a Strategic Vision for Development and Management of AgroBioInstitute (2010-2013) and an Action Plan were released. This evaluation has strongly contributed to the further developing measures and enhancing the competitive level of the Institute, and to the intention of ABI to prepare and participate in the next calls in Specific Program Capacities and other dedicated FP7 programs of the EU, as well as other international scientific programs.

Website of the Project and relevant contact details
www.plantbioserv.com
Address: AgroBioInstitute, 8 Dragan Tsankov Blvd., 1164 Sofia, Bulgaria; tel.: +359 2 963 5407; fax: +359 2 963 5408; e-mail: abi@abi.bg; www.abi.bg; www.plantbioserv.com
Prof. A. Atanassov, Coordinator of PlantBioServ Project, e-mail: atanas_atanassov@abi.bg
Prof. R. Batchvarova, Director of ABI; e-mail: rosy@abi.bg
Assoc Prof. Dr. S. Slavov, Co-Coordinator of PlantBioServ Project; e-mail: sbslavov@abi.bg
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